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Abstract: A long-overlooked metabolic pathway for isoprenoid biosynthesis, the mevalonate-
independent methylerythritol phosphate (MEP) pathway, is present in many bacteria and in
the chloroplasts of all phototrophic organisms. It represents an alternative to the well-known
mevalonate pathway, which is present in animals, fungi, plant cytoplasm, archaebacteria, and
some eubacteria. This contribution summarizes key steps of its elucidation and the state-of-
the-art knowledge of this biosynthetic pathway, which represents a novel target for antibac-
terial and antiparasitic drugs.

INTRODUCTION: THE MEVALONATE PATHWAY FOR ISOPRENOID BIOSYNTHESIS

Isoprenoids represent the most diverse family of natural products. They are all formally derived from
the branched C5 skeleton of isoprene 1 (Fig. 1). Isopentenyl diphosphate 19 (IPP) and dimethylallyl
diphosphate 20 (DMAPP) (Fig. 2) correspond both to the biological equivalents of isoprene. The elu-
cidation of their biosynthesis resulted from the first applications of labeling with radioactive as well
as stable isotopes and ended up in the discovery of the mevalonate pathway, which starts from acetate
12 activated as acetyl-coenzyme A 13 (Fig. 2). This first work on the early steps of isoprenoid biosyn-
thesis was essentially performed with liver tissues and yeast for the biosynthesis of cholesterol and
ergosterol (9, Fig. 1), and was later confirmed for the biosynthesis of plant sterols and triterpenes.
Mevalonate 16 was thus accepted as the universal precursor of all isoprenoids in all living organisms
[1,2].

Discrepancies with this assertion were, however, reported. 14C-Labeled mevalonate was poorly
incorporated into the carotenoids (e.g., 7, Fig. 1) from plant chloroplasts [3,4]. This was interpreted in
terms of lack of permeability of chloroplasts toward mevalonate. In addition, incorporation yields of ra-
diolabelled mevalonate into plant mono- and diterpenes were usually very low, at least as compared to
those into sterols, which are synthesized in the cytoplasm [5]. Other data, which did not fit with the gen-
eral occurrence of the mevalonate pathway, were obtained with mevinolin, a potent hypocholes-
terolemic agent, inhibiting the HMGCoA reductase, a key enzyme of the mevalonate pathway reducing
hydroxymethylglutaryl-CoA 15 into mevalonic acid (MVA) 16. Mevinolin strongly inhibits sterol
biosynthesis in plant systems, but had no effect on carotenoid and phytol biosynthesis [6,7]. Again, such
negative results were interpreted in terms of impermeability of the chloroplast membrane toward the an-
tibiotic. In addition, a cytoplasm-independent IPP biosynthesis was discovered in plant chloroplasts and
chromoplasts [8]. All these contradictory results did not really question the accepted dogma of the
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mevalonate pathway, and the identity of the biosynthetic route followed for the biosynthesis of chloro-
plast isoprenoids.

DISCOVERY OF THE MEVALONATE-INDEPENDENT METHYLERYTHRITOL
PHOSPHATE PATHWAY IN BACTERIA

As compared to plants, most bacteria are poor isoprenoid producers. All of them produce essential iso-
prene metabolites such as bactoprenol, the carbohydrate carrier for the biosynthesis of the peptidogly-
cane of the cell wall, or ubiquinone and/or menaquinone of the electron transport chains, but in rather
tiny amounts. Accordingly, very few investigations were performed on the biosynthesis of bacterial iso-
prenoids. The few studies leading to positive results pointed to the presence of the MVA pathway.
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Fig. 1 Isoprenoids investigated for the elucidation of the MEP pathway: isoprene 1, bacterial hopanoid 2,
ubiquinone 3, menaquinone 4, phytol 5, plastoquinone 6, β-carotene 7, ginkgolide 8, sterol 9.



14C- and 13C-labeled MVA were respectively incorporated into a sterol of the gliding bacterium
Nannocystis exedens [9] or into the carotenoids of a “Flavobacterium” sp. [10]. 13C-Labeled acetate
was incorporated into the prenyl moiety of antibiotics of mixed origin from several actinomyces, and
the labeling pattern corresponded to the expected one resulting from the direct incorporation of acetate
into the MVA pathway [11]. Other incorporation attempts led to inconclusive results, which could not
be readily interpreted. Thus, the incorporation of 14C-labeled acetate into the prenyl chain of
ubiquinone from Escherichia coli resulted in a radioactivity distribution, which did not fit with the ex-
pected one from the MVA pathway, and led the authors to propose an alternative variant of this path-
way via acetolactate [12]. 13C-Labeled acetate was not incorporated into this prenyl chain of
ubiquinone, when E. coli was grown on a culture medium containing glucose and amino acid-derived
carbon sources, whereas pyruvate labeled two contiguous carbon atoms derived from C3 and C5 of
DMAPP or IPP [13]. Such results were indeed the premises for the presence of an alternative route for
the formation of isoprene units.

The discovery of a novel pathway for the early steps of isoprenoid biosynthesis was indeed a side-
product of our investigations on the biosynthesis of bacterial triterpenoids of the hopane series (e.g. 2,
Fig. 1) [14]. A C35 skeleton, in which the triterpenic hopane moiety is linked by a carbon/carbon bond
to a polyhydroxylated n-alkyl side chain, characterizes all major bacterial hopanoids [15]. All bacteria
do not produce hopanoids, but in the hopanoid-producing bacteria, such triterpenoids were shown to
play a role of membrane stabilizers, much like sterol do in eukaryotic membranes. Hopanoid concen-
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Fig. 2 MVA pathway for isoprenoid biosynthesis with labeling pattern from [1-13C]glucose metabolized via
glycolysis.



tration is usually of the same order of magnitude as the sterol concentration in eukaryotic cells. This
makes them well suited for investigation by NMR spectroscopy after feeding of 13C-labeled precursors.
Feeding of 13C-labeled acetate to the hopanoid producing bacteria Rhodopseudomonas palustris,
Rhodopseudomonas acidophila, or Methylobacterium organophilum were performed with bacteria
grown on a mineral medium only containing 13C-labeled acetate as the only carbon and energy source
[14]. Such experimental conditions ensured the incorporation of the labeled precursor into the
hopanoids. As most biosynthetic pathways were known, a retrobiosynthetic analysis of the observed la-
beling patterns allowed reconstructing the reaction sequence involved in the formation of the hopanoids.
Indeed, the experiments performed with [1-13C]- and [2-13C]acetate showed that the C5 side chain was
derived from a D-pentose synthesized via the nonoxidative pentose phosphate pathway and linked to the
triterpenic skeleton via its C5 carbon atom. The most interesting problem was, however, found in the
isoprene moiety. The observed labeling pattern completely differed from the expected one from the
MVA pathway. Interpretation was not obvious from the sole experiments performed with labeled ac-
etate. The clues for the elucidation of this metabolic pathway were obtained after incorporation of glu-
cose isotopomers with 13C labeling either at C1, C2, C3, C5, or C6 into the hopanoids of Zymomonas
mobilis [16]. Indeed, Z. mobilis only utilizes glucose as carbon source. This glucose is metabolized via
the Entner–Doudoroff pathway. This bacterium does not possess a complete tricarboxylic acid cycle
and does not convert pyruvate into glyceraldehyde phosphate because of the lack of an active enolase.
From the observed labeling patterns, it could be deduced that isoprene units in the hopanoids were de-
rived from a C2 subunit synthesized via pyruvate decarboxylation and from a C3 subunit corresponding
to a triose phosphate derivative (Fig. 3) [16]. These results were in accordance with the formerly de-
scribed incorporations of 13C-labeled acetate. The observed labeling pattern in the hopanoids from
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Fig. 3 MEP pathway for the biosynthesis of isoprenoids with labeling pattern from [1-13C]glucose metabolized via
glycolysis.



Rhodopseudomonas spp. or from M. organophilum simply resulted from the incorporation of acetate
into the glyoxylate cycle, which allows growth on acetate as sole carbon source, and into the tricar-
boxylic acid cycle, yielding finally phosphoenolpyruvate, the precursor of pyruvate and the triose phos-
phate derivatives [16]. They were also confirmed by incorporation of 13C-labeled glucose into iso-
prenoids from bacteria utilizing glucose via the Embden–Meyerhof–Parnas pathway and by studies in
other isoprenoid series such as the ubiquitous ubiquinones and menaquinones [16]. Incorporation of
doubly labeled [4,5-13C2]glucose into the hopanoids and ubiquinone of Methylobacterium fujisawaense
and of uniformly labeled [U-13C6]glucose into the hopanoids from Z. mobilis afforded a definitive proof
for the formation of the isoprene units via a C2 and a C3 subunit and shed light on a rearrangement re-
action allowing the insertion of the C2 subunit derived from pyruvate 11 between two carbon atoms
from the triose phosphate-derived C3 subunit [16,17]. This triose phosphate was identified as glycer-
aldehyde phosphate 10 by feeding E. coli mutants lacking each enzymes of the triose phosphate me-
tabolism with either 13C-labeled glycerol in the presence of unlabeled pyruvate, or 13C-labeled pyru-
vate in the presence of unlabeled glycerol [17]. A hypothetical biogenetic pathway was proposed,
including as first step a reaction involving a transketolase-like, thiamin diphosphate-dependent enzyme
catalyzing the condensation of hydroxyethylthiamin derived from pyruvate decarboxylation on the car-
bonyl group of a triose phosphate derivative and a second step with an α-ketol rearrangement resem-
bling the reaction catalyzed by the acetolactate isomero-reductase followed by the concomitant reduc-
tion of the resulting aldehyde and yielding methylerythritol 4-phosphate 22 (MEP) [16,17]. MEP
presents the characteristic branched C5 skeleton of all isoprenoids and has to be considered as a
hemiterpene. The pathway was named after this intermediate, which has to date no other known role
than that of an isoprenoid precursor and which most probably is the result of a committed step of the
pathway.

UBIQUITOUS PRESENCE OF THE MEP PATHWAY IN CHLOROPLASTS OF
PHOTOTROPHIC ORGANISMS

Once an alternative route for isoprenoid biosynthesis has been found in bacteria, it was tempting to
check whether such a pathway is involved in the formation of plant isoprenoids such as carotenoids,
phytol, mono- and diterpenes. Indeed, independent IPP formation was formerly pointed out in plant
chloroplasts, and the presence of an alternative route would be consistent with the discrepancies with
respect to the MVA pathway mentioned above.

Labeling experiments using 13C-labeled glucose isotopomers were performed on ginkgo embryos
by Schwarz and Arigoni, independently of our own assays with bacteria, and afforded the first proof for
the presence of the MEP pathway in plants [18,19]. They resulted in labeling patterns of ginkgolides 8
(Fig. 1), belonging to a diterpenoid series, which could be interpreted in the frame of the same bio-
genetic pathway as that proposed for the formation of bacterial isoprenoids (Fig. 3). They also shed light
on the dichotomy in the isoprenoid biosynthesis in plant cells: the mevalonate pathway is involved, as
expected, in the sterol biosynthesis in the cytoplasm, whereas isoprenoids that are most likely plastid
related are synthesized via the MEP pathway [18]. Incorporation of 13C-labeled glucose into the iso-
prenoids from several higher plant systems afforded additional proofs for the presence of the MEP path-
way in plants. The ubiquitous terpenoids of the photosynthetic apparatus (carotenoids 7, phytol 5 from
chlorophyll, and the prenyl chain of plastoquinone 6) are also derived from the MEP pathway [20].
Finally, labeling experiments, performed with 13C-labeled glucose or with deuterium-labeled deoxy-
xylulose, showed the wide distribution of the MEP pathway. It is involved in the formation of all in-
vestigated hemi- (e.g., isoprene 2, 2-methylbut-3-en-2-ol, dimethylallyl and the rest linked to aromatic
rings) [21–23], mono- [23,24] and diterpenoids [25–27] and some sesquiterpenoids [28].
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TOWARD THE IDENTIFICATION OF INTERMEDIATES

1-Deoxyxylulose 5-phosphate

From the origin of the carbon atoms in the isoprene units derived from the MEP pathway, as deduced
from the 13C glucose labeling experiments, a 1-deoxy-D-xylulose (DX) derivative 21 (Fig. 3) was a
likely isoprenoid precursor. This pentulose was not an unknown natural product. It has been found in
the fermentation broth of a Streptomyces sp. [29] and was known as precursor for pyridoxol phosphate
and thiamin diphosphate in E. coli [30,31]. Efficient incorporation of deuterium-labeled DX iso-
topomers into the prenyl chain of ubiquinone and menaquinone of wild-type E. coli represented the first
proof for the role of a DX derivative as isoprenoid precursor [32]. Similar experiments performed with
other systems from bacteria or from plants confirmed this conclusion. The gene of the 1-deoxyxylulose-
5-phosphate (DXP) synthase (dxs or ispA) was rapidly identified in E. coli [33,34] and in peppermint
[35], and later in many other organisms, owing to its expected similarity with the transketolase genes.
As predicted, the enzyme is thiamin diphosphate-dependent and utilizes GAP 10 and pyruvate 11 as
substrates to yield DXP 21.

2-C-Methylerythritol 4-phosphate and its derivatives

2-C-Methyl-D-erythritol (ME) is a natural product found in several higher plants [3]. Its 2,4-cy-
clodiphosphate 25 (Fig. 3) is accumulated in large amounts by some gram-positive bacteria in oxida-
tive stress conditions induced by one-electron transfer inhibitors such as benzylviologen [3]. According
to its structure, this tetrol fits well into the biogenetic scheme. It was, therefore, tempting to check
whether ME is an isoprenoid precursor. Incorporation of 13C-labeled glucose showed that the carbon
skeleton of ME from Corynebacterium ammoniagenes is synthesized via the same reaction sequence as
the isoprene units of the menaquinones [36]. Deuterium-labeled ME was incorporated by wild-type
E. coli into the prenyl chain of ubiquinone and menaquinone with a localization of the labeling in ac-
cord with the hypothetical biogenetic scheme [37]. This allowed the search for E. coli mutants aux-
otrophic for ME. Analysis of such mutants was followed by the discovery of the DXP isomero-reduc-
tase gene (dxr or ispB) [38]. This enzyme catalyzes, as predicted, the acid-catalyzed α-ketol
rearrangement of DXP as well as the reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate
(NADPH)-dependent concomitant reduction of the resulting aldehyde, yielding MEP 22 as reaction
product. The enzyme requires a divalent cation (Co2+, Mg2+, or Mn2+) for catalysis.

The next three steps correspond to an activation of MEP, yielding three novel intermediates.
Incubation of 3H-labeled MEP in the presence of nucleotide triphosphate with crude cell-free systems
from E. coli resulted in the formation of a novel metabolite. The purification and identification of this
novel radiolabeled metabolite was, however, difficult. The search in databases for genes encoding en-
zymes using a polyol phosphate (such as MEP) and a nucleotide triphosphate as substrate revealed the
homology of a gene encoding an enzyme catalyzing the formation of 5′-diphosphocytidyl ribitol from
cytidine 5′-triphosphate and from ribitol 5-phosphate and of a gene of unknown function in E. coli
(ygbP or ispC). Cloning and overexpression of the E. coli ygbP gene resulted in the identification of an
enzyme using MEP and cytidine triphosphate as substrates, yielding 4-diphosphocytidyl ME 23 as re-
action product [39]. Whereas all other genes of the MEP pathway are scattered in the E. coli genome,
this gene forms a small operon with the two next ones. This feature facilitated their identification. The
enzyme encoded by the ychB (or ispD) gene catalyzes the adenosine 5′-triphosphate (ATP)-dependent
phosphorylation of the tertiary hydroxy group of 4-diphosphocytidyl ME yielding 4-diphosphocytidyl
ME 2-phosphate 24 [40], and that encoded by ychB (or ispE) the formation of ME cyclodiphosphate 25
from the former intermediate with elimination of cytidine 5′-monophosphate (CMP) [41]. The three
novel intermediates were incorporated into carotenoids by red pepper chromoplasts, suggesting that
they corresponded to intermediates of the MEP pathway [39–41]. The latter three genes were also iden-
tified by another approach. In an E. coli strain capable of utilizing MVA after introduction of the genes
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permitting its conversion into IPP (MVA kinase, phosphomevalonate 17 kinase, and diphosphomeval-
onate 18 decarboxylase), random mutations, which were rescued by the addition of MVA to the culture
medium allowed the identification of the ygbP, ychB, and ygbB genes and indicated that they are es-
sential genes of the MEP pathway [42–44].

ORIGIN OF HYDROGEN ATOMS IN ISOPRENE UNITS DERIVED FROM MEP PATHWAY:
INDEPENDENT IPP AND DMAPP BIOSYNTHESIS

The formation of allylic alcohol diphosphates such as IPP 19 and DMAPP 20 from an ME derivative (a
tetrol) is not an obvious process. In order to get more insight into the steps downstream of ME cy-
clodiphosphate, more information was required. Knowledge on the fate of the hydrogen atoms in the
pathway was expected to afford useful clues for the further elucidation of the MEP pathway.

Labeling experiments using deuterated DX isotopomers and a wild-type E. coli or deuterated ME
isotopomers and an E. coli mutant with no functional deoxyxylulose phosphate synthase dxs gene
showed that no apparent changes occurred at the level of the carbon atoms corresponding to C1, C4,
and C5 of IPP or DMAPP. All corresponding deuteriums from DX or from ME were preserved in the
prenyl chains of ubiquinone 3 and menaquinone 4 [45–47].

Feeding of wild-type E. coli with [4-2H]DX 27 yielded a surprising labeling pattern of the prenyl
chains (Fig. 4). The terminal isoprene units derived from DMAPP 20 and serving as starter for the elon-
gation of the prenyl chain by the prenyl transferase showed considerable deuterium retention (up to
70 %), whereas all those derived from IPP 19 had no trace of deuterium [48]. This was confirmed by
feeding [3,5,5,5-2H4]ME to an E. coli strain with a deleted dxs gene [47]. In such a strain, which has to
be grown in the presence of free DX or ME, all isoprene units are derived from labeled precursor added
to the culture medium. The expected retention of the three deuteriums of the ME methyl group was ob-
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Fig. 4 Independent IPP and DMAPP biosynthesis in the MEP pathway. Incubation of [4-2H]-1-deoxy-D-xylulose
27 or [3-2H]-2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 28.



served, and their signal served as internal reference. The 3-2H was quantitatively retained only in the
DMAPP 20 derived unit, whereas it was completely lost in those derived from IPP 19 (Fig. 4). Such a
different labeling pattern in isoprene units, depending on their origin from IPP or from DMAPP, pointed
to the possible presence of two branches leading separately to the two precursors of isoprene units.
Furthermore, the activity of IPP isomerase is barely detectable in wild-type E. coli, and the deletion of
the idi gene encoding the IPP isomerase does not affect the growth of the bacterium [49]. Definitive proof
of the branching was obtained by a genetic method [50]. The deletion of the dxr gene in E. coli is res-
cued either by the addition of free ME to the culture medium or by the introduction of the genes allow-
ing the utilization of exogenous MVA. When the strain is growing on MVA, it only synthesizes IPP from
MVA and has to rely on a functional protein capable of isomerizing IPP into DMAPP. If in addition the
idi gene is deleted, the novel strain does not grow anymore on MVA, indicating that there is no other way
in E. coli for converting IPP into DMAPP than the reaction catalyzed by the protein encoded by the idi
gene. It grew, however, normally on ME. This shows that IPP and DMAPP can be independently syn-
thesized from MEP derivative by two separate branches: an IPP branch characterized by deuterium loss
from [4-2H]DX or from [3-2H]ME and a DMAPP branch characterized by deuterium retention.

The fate of the 4-H hydrogen of DX can thus be utilized for the detection of a possible branching
of the MEP pathway in plants (Fig. 4). Incubation of a Catharanthus roseus cell culture with
[1-13C, 4-2H]DX resulted in 13C labeling of all isoprene units with no trace of deuterium, suggesting
that no branching occurred, at least in the utilized culture conditions [51]. Feeding of [4-2H]DX to eu-
calyptus twiglets was followed by a slight (0.9 %) but significant deuterium incorporation into the
monoterpene cineol, but only in the DMAPP-derived moiety, with nearly no deuterium found in the iso-
prene unit derived from IPP [52]. Finally, incorporation of [4-2H]DX into the plastid isoprenoids from
a tobacco BY-2 cell culture resulted in the labeling of all isoprene units of phytoene and plastoquinone,
whatever their origin from IPP or from DMAPP was, with the same isotope abundance (ca. 15 %) [53].
These experiments revealed the presence of the branching in plant cells. In C. roseus, only the IPP
branch was detected. In eucalyptus, like in E. coli, both IPP and DMAPP branches were found. In to-
bacco, the DMAPP branch significantly contributed to the formation of all isoprene units. Definitive in-
terpretation of the labeling patterns was only possible once more insight into the reduction reactions in-
volved in the last two steps has been obtained.

LAST STEPS: FROM METHYLERYTHRITOL CYCLODIPHOSPHATE TO IPP AND
DMAPP

Two additional genes, gcpE (or ispG) and lytB (or ispH), were always found accompanying the formerly
identified genes of the MEP pathway. Deletion of these genes was lethal for E. coli, but rescued by the
insertion of the three genes allowing the utilization of exogenous mevalonate, indicating that they were
implied in this biosynthetic route [54–56]. An E. coli strain with a deleted gcpE gene and capable of
utilizing mevalonate accumulated methylerythritol cyclodiphosphate 25, suggesting that this intermedi-
ate is the substrate of the corresponding GcpE enzyme [57]. Crude cell-free systems from an E. coli
strain overexpressing the biosynthesis of GcpE were capable of converting ME cyclodiphosphate 25
into (E)-4-hydroxy-2-methylbut-2-enyl diphosphate 25 (HMBPP) [58]. This protein was later shown to
possess an oxygen-sensitive [4Fe-4S] cluster involved in a reductive process corresponding to two suc-
cessive one-electron transfers [59]. Regeneration of the reducing system could be performed either by
flavodoxin/flavodoxin reductase/NADPH or by deazaflavin via the semiquinone radical [59]. The ac-
cumulation of HMBPP 26 in a lytB-deficient E. coli mutant strongly suggested that HMBPP is the sub-
strate of the LytB protein [60]. A different approach also shed light on the role of the gcpE gene. An E.
coli strain overexpressing the gene of the xylulose kinase, an enzyme capable of phosphorylating free
DX, and all genes encoding enzymes located upstream of the GcpE protein in the MEP pathway accu-
mulated ME cyclodiphosphate upon incubation with uniformly 13C-labeled DX [61]. This experimen-
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tal procedure allowed the detection of intermediates by directly running the 13C NMR spectra on crude
cell-free systems. Additional overexpression of the GcpE gene was followed by the accumulation of
HMBPP 26 [61] and of LytB resulted in the simultaneous formation of IPP 19 and DMAPP 20 [62].
This represented the first indication that the LytB protein was responsible for the conversion of HMBPP
26 into IPP 19 and DMAPP 20 and that the reaction catalyzed by this protein corresponds to the branch-
ing previously described. Finally incubation of 3H-labeled HMBPP with chromoplast from Capsicum
annuum and Narcissus pseudonarcissus led to the formation of radiolabeled carotenoids, confirming the
role of HMBPP 26 as intermediate in the MEP pathway [63].

CHARACTERIZATION OF REDUCTION STEPS

Z. mobilis proved a useful organism for the elucidation of the MEP pathway. In this bacterium, which
has no complete tricarboxylic acid cycle, the reducing agent pool derived from NADPH or reduced
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) results from three reactions of the glucose catabolism: the
oxidation of glucose 6-phosphate into gluconolactone 6-phosphate, the oxidation of glyceraldehyde 3-
phosphate into phosphoglyceric acid and the reduction of acetaldehyde into ethanol. When [1-2H]glu-
cose is utilized as sole carbon and energy source, a pool of the two possible isotopomers of 2H-labeled
NADPH/NADH in equivalent amounts results from the conjugate action of the three former enzymes.
Accordingly, a 2H transfer should characterize the reduction steps. After growing Z. mobilis on [1-
2H]glucose, two deuterium-labeled sites were characterized in the isoprene units of the hopanoids [64].
The first one corresponded to all carbon atoms derived from C4 of IPP or DMAPP. This labeling was
introduced by the well-documented reduction step catalyzed by the NADPH-dependent DXP reducto-
isomerase. The second site corresponded to carbon atoms derived from C2 and represented the signa-
ture of an additional reduction step, which was later shown to be catalyzed by the LytB protein. As the
next two enzymes implied in isoprenoid biosynthesis, the IPP isomerase and the prenyl transferase,
eliminate both the pro-R hydrogen of IPP, it is possible to propose a nearly complete hypothetical bio-
genetic scheme for the MEP pathway, including an interpretation for the different labeling patterns ob-
tained after incubation of deuterium-labeled DX or ME (Fig. 4) [53].

CONCLUSION: DISTRIBUTION OF THE PATHWAYS FOR ISOPRENOID
BIOSYNTHESIS—THE MEP PATHWAY, A TARGET FOR NEW BIOCIDES

The MEP pathway is nearly completely elucidated, and its distribution is now fairly well known
[65–68]. MVA and MEP pathways can be usually readily differentiated by the labeling pattern result-
ing from the incorporation of 13C-labeled glucose (Figs. 2 and 3). The MEP metabolic route is present
in most investigated bacteria. Its presence was detected either directly by biochemical proofs obtained
after incubation of 13C-labeled carbon sources and analyzing the labeling pattern of the isoprenoids or
via computer search of the genes encoding the enzymes of the pathway. Distribution of the MEP path-
way in eubacteria does not clearly fit with the phylogeny and is interpreted in terms of lateral gene
transfer [69,70]. Several Streptomyces spp. possess both pathways [71]. In this case, they are not ex-
pressed simultaneously. The MEP pathway is implied is the biosynthesis of essential metabolites such
as the prenyl chains of the menaquinones 4 (Fig. 1), whereas the MVA route is utilized for the forma-
tion of the prenyl moiety of secondary metabolites with antibiotic activity.

The MEP pathway is also present in all phototrophic organisms. In higher plants and most algae,
there is a dichotomy in the isoprenoid biosynthesis [18,65,66]. The MVA pathway is located in the cy-
toplasm and is responsible for the formation of sterols 9, triterpenes, the prenyl chain of ubiquinone 3
and most sesquiterpenoids [3,66,72]. The presence of the MEP pathway in contrast is restricted to the
chloroplasts. This is evidenced by the specific labeling pattern of typical chloroplast isoprenoids from
the photosynthetic apparatus (phytol 5 from chlorophylls, plastoquinone 6, carotenoids 7) [20] or sec-
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ondary metabolites, whose biosynthesis is related to plastid-like structures (isoprene 1, monoterpenes,
diterpenes) [23–28]. Definitive proof for the localization of the MEP pathway in chloroplasts is given
by the presence of a nucleotide sequence corresponding to a plastid-targeting peptide in the genes en-
coding the plant enzymes of the MEP pathway [35,73–77]. In unicellular green algae, however, no di-
chotomy in the isoprenoid biosynthesis was observed [78]. All isoprenoids, including the sterols from
the cytoplasm, are derived from the MEP pathway. The clear-cut separation of the two biosynthetic
routes to isoprenoids in plants is a simplified presentation. Cross-talk between the two compartments,
cytoplasm and chloroplasts, and exchange of metabolites (IPP, DMAPP, geranyl diphosphate, and/or
farnesyl diphosphate) were often observed and are probably a way for the regulation of isoprenoid
biosynthesis to be explored [18,28,51]. Finally, the MEP pathway is also present in nonphototrophic eu-
karyotes, but belonging to phyla related to phototrophic unicellular eukaryotes. This is clearly the case
for the parasite responsible for malaria, Plasmodium falciparum, and for related species, which are all
characterized by the presence of apicoplasts, representing a residual chloroplast structure [79].

The MEP pathway is present in many pathogenic bacteria, in opportunistic pathogenic bacteria
responsible for severe infections in immunodeficient patients and in the parasite responsible for malaria
[79,80]. This means that all enzymes of this pathway are targets for inhibitors, which represent a novel
class of antibacterial or antiparasitic drugs [79,81]. This novel and unexpected aspect is rather interest-
ing in a context of increasing antibiotic and drug resistance of bacteria as well as of the malaria para-
site.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF

Additional information concerning the last two steps of the MEP pathway was recently made available
[82–85]. Both GcpE and LytB proteins possess a [4Fe-4S] cluster as prosthetic group. A spectrophoto-
metric enzyme test was described for both enzymes using dithionite as reducing agent [82,83]. Purified
LytB catalyzes the reduction of HMBP 26 into IPP 19 and DMAPP 20 via two successive one-electron
transfers and protonation of the resulting allylic anion. Much like for GcpE, the reduction may be per-
formed either chemically by the 5-deazaflavin semiquinone radical, or by the flavodoxin/flavodoxin re-
ductase/NADPH system [84,85]. The active reduced form of the LytB [4Fe-4S]1+ cluster was directly
characterized by electron paramagnetic resonance after reconstitution of the prosthetic group in the pu-
rified enzyme and reduction with dithionite [85].
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